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We’re baaaack. After more than a year of not participating in public outreach
events due to the pandemic, the outreach calendar is starting to fill. Fall events like
the Home Idea Show and Fall Compost Fair have been added to the MC/R shared
event calendar. That means recruitment for Master Composter/Recycler
volunteers to help staff information tables and activity stations has also begun.
For those new to the MC/Rs or those who just need a refresher on how to sign
up for volunteer events, go to the shared Google calendar at this link. There you
will find the date, location, brief description of the activity and a place to add your
name if you are available to help. The calendar automatically saves and you can
visit the site often to see if help is still needed or to remove your name if you are
no longer able to help.
Health and safety is always the
program’s top priority, so if wearing
masks and social distancing is requested
at events, that information will also be
posted. Volunteers are welcome to wear
masks if they choose. (Vaccination status
is personal information that MC/Rs will
not be asked to share.)
Check out the calendar and sign up to
help if you can. You have been missed!

Future Relocation of Compost Demo Area
Check MC/Rs out
on Facebook

The MC/R compost demo site on Havana will be moving to a new location. Since the
Spokane Conservation District moved its office earlier this year, the property will get a
new Spokane County tenant. The Spokane Parks Dept. has taken over the maintenance of
the landscaping and has made other plans for The
Green Zone. Master Gardeners and the MC/R
program has been asked to move demonstration beds
and equipment by the end of summer.
A possible home for the compost demo area is the
new Conservation District property on 8th and
Havana. Or a location TBD on WSU Extension’s
property across the parking lot from where it currently
stands has also been proposed. This may mean a work
party will be scheduled to move what can be moved by
hand. As more details become available, they will be
shared with volunteers.
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Could rubber from dandelions make tires more sustainable?

DIY 3– Bin
Static
Aerated
Compost
System
Recent MC/R graduate,
David Yarbrough,
was inspired by the
class to design and
build a 3-Bin aerated
static composting
system. Below are
photos showing his
progress. David deals
with maple leaves each
fall, has a free source
of horse manure and a
summer’s worth of
grass clippings to
compost. He believes
the system will
produce at least 3
yards of high quality
compost when
completed,
David promises to
report back on his
progress, and if
successful, would be
happy to demonstrate
the results with videos
or additional photos
for later classes.

The Russian dandelion helped supply the Allied forces with rubber through the
Second World War. Now, tire makers are hoping it could make a commercial
comeback.
In 1931, Soviet scientists were on the hunt for a natural source of rubber that
would help the USSR become self-sufficient in key materials. They scoured the vast
and various territories of the Soviet Union and tested
over 1,000 different species looking for an alternative
to the South American rubber tree, Hevea brasiliensi.
Eventually, on the steppes of Kazakhstan, they
found one. By 1941, the Russian
dandelion, Taraxacum koksaghyz, supplied 30% of the
USSR's rubber. During the Second World
War, shortages of Hevea rubber prompted other
countries, including the United States, Britain and
Germany, to begin cultivating dandelion rubber.
Once the war was over and supplies returned to normal, these countries —
including, ultimately, the Soviets — switched back to Hevea tree rubber because it
was cheaper.
But now, with demand for rubber continuing to grow, there is renewed interest in
the Russian dandelion, particularly from the tire industry, which consumes 70% of the
world's rubber supply.
Continue reading at, Global Ideas | DW | 10.03.2021

New Online Classes
The City of Spokane and Spokane County Master Composters/Recyclers have
teamed up to release two new waste reduction classes. For Kids! Compost Critters
are Cool provides fun information about decomposers in nature and how they can be
harnessed to help reduce food waste at home. A scavenger hunt challenges kids to
find as many critters as possible in their own backyard or at a nearby park.
DIY Bokashi reviews how bokashi just might be the composting method of choice
for those living in apartments or who don’t have the yard waste or energy to manage
a backyard compost pile. Inexpensive ways to make a 5-gallon bucket system as well
as the bran needed for this anaerobic type of composting is provided in the class.
Tera Lessard, MC/R extraordinaire, developed
the DIY Bokashi class. Building on her popular continuing education presentation from last the spring, she has
made this information available through the class to
anyone interested in learning more about this type of
composting.
These two new classes are just the latest offered by the city’s solid waste education team. Other classes include the Basics of Home Composting, Wait…Can I Recycle
This? and Zero Waste Lifestyle (also by Tera). All classes are free and self-paced.
They are available on the city's Learning Management System, LearnWorlds,
at www.spokanecity.org/wastereductionclasses.
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Vegetables Grown in Compost are Clear Winners
A five-year agricultural research trial conducted in Brandon, Manitoba shows that
the addition of compost to food-growing soils produced higher yields with better nutritional values. Using compost made from food scraps and garden trimmings from
the city’s residential collection program, the study was conducted by Lord Abbey,
PhD, of Dalhousie University’s Faculty of Agriculture. “We grew 4 different vegetable
crops — lettuce, beets, carrot, and green beans — applying the city compost at different frequencies, once every year and once every two years with our control being
none at all,” explains Dr. Abbey. “Not only were the harvests more productive but
the densities of the nutrients were greatly increased in the annual and biennial municipal compost applied soils at the end of year five of the study.”
He adds that going into this research, “we hypothesized that the long-term frequent application of municipal compost will potentially biofortify food plants, which
has positive implications to human health. We had the harvests analyzed at Alberta’s
Metabolomics Innovation Centre, Canada’s national metabolomics core facility and
what we found was truly remarkable. Further studies to elucidate the mechanisms
underpinning such biofortification will be required.” An excerpt from the abstract of
Dr. Abbey and his coauthors’ paper published in the journal, Food Research International, summarizes some of the findings.
“Dr. Abbey and this Manitoba study showcases the importance of recycling organic
residuals,” says Susan Antler, Executive Director of The Compost Council of Canada,
which is celebrating its 30th anniversary in 2021. “As his study shows, turning these
organic ‘leftovers and remains’ into compost produces a reservoir of essential plant
nutrients and biomolecules such as macro- and micro-nutrients, amino acids, carbohydrates, lipids and mineral nutrients, vital for plant metabolism. At a time of global climate change, ever-increasing food and nutrition insecurity and these grave consequences on human health and well-being, it is a waste to throw them away.”
Photos courtesy of the Compost Council of Canada

Share
your
Stories
It has been a
pleasure these last
few newsletters to
share projects and
comments submitted by MC/Rs. Any
editor, I am sure,
struggles with finding the right balance
of news and personal stories that
would interest a
wide variety of
readers. Receiving
something from the
group to include is
indeed a bonus.
If you have anything you would like
to share with other
MC/Rs, please send
them my way and I
will try to include
them in a Leaf
Letter or an email.
Thanks for all you
do and I hope to
see many of you
again in person
soon!
Kris Major

Spokane Master Composters/Recyclers
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Crazy Worms Threaten America’s Trees
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Earthworms are often seen as a welcome presence in gardens, but in the
Northeast, experts say invasive "crazy worms" from Asia are creating havoc. The
unusual worms are proving to be a danger to animals and plants, and especially to
sugar maple trees. "The street cred that they have is hiding the invasion," Josef
Görres, a soil scientist at the University of Vermont, says of the worms. "I call
earthworm invasions 'socially cryptic,' " Görres tells NPR, "because folks think of
earthworms as the good guys — and maybe they are in certain ecosystems. But in the
context of the northern [U.S.] forest, they are relative newcomers that have the
potential to have huge
effects."
So, what makes these
worms so crazy? "They're
really active worms, and the
craziness comes from that.
They can jump out of your
hand," Görres says, adding
that the creatures' intense
wriggling can launch them
into the air. "And they also
lose their tails," he adds.
"Some of the species will lose
their tails just like a salamander. So that is kind of crazy, too, when you see it." The
worms don't regenerate a new tail — it's more like a single-use get-out-of-jail card.
"It's a one-time defense against a nasty bird that comes around to pick it up," Görres
says. "It splits. The live part of the worm actually sort of slithers away, and the tail
keeps thrashing about. So it is basically saying, 'Here I am, you pick me up, I'm the
worm.' "
Although some earthworms can be helpful to gardeners, they can also cause
problems in forests. And that's especially true for the Asian earthworms that are
classified in the Amynthas genus. The worms possess a slew of characteristics that
make them a problem for forest managers and horticulturists. They're voracious
eaters — and while most earthworms delve deep into the soil, crazy worms prefer to
stay in the springy "duff" layer of decomposing organic material. They eat the forest
duff much faster than a lot of the other European worms because they stay right in
that duff, they don't go deep into the ground, Plus, they alter the composition of the
soil, creating a texture that's often compared to coffee grounds. The modified soil is
ruined for many native
plants, as it's stripped of
vital nutrients and prone
to increased erosion. A
number of states,
including Maine and New
York, have banned crazy
worms outright.
For more information
about these crazy worms
and to hear the original
NPR story, go to this link.

